
T
he Ontario government is encouraging munici-

palities to prepare for the future of electronic

service delivery by participating in regional 

partnerships, not by acting alone.

“Change means working together to create new

s y n e rgies and new alliances,” David Kennedy of the

Ministry of Energ y, Science and Technology (MEST),

told a recent community forum in Toronto. “This is why

partnership is so important at every step of the way.”

Kennedy is director of the Ministry’s Information

and Communications Technologies Branch, which

administers Connect Ontario, a $50-million initiative

to create a network of connected “smart” communities

across Ontario through partnerships with governments,

communities and the private sector. A complementary

$32-million initiative, GeoSmart, led by the Ministry

of Natural Resources, aims to make geospatial infor-

mation more accessible to communities.

To date, 16 communities have been approved for

business plan development funds and three for infra-

structure projects. The Connect Ontario Community

Forum was held December 4-6 to assist communities

and vendors participating in Connect Ontario and

GeoSmart.

Kennedy said the province strongly believes in the

value of private-public sector partnerships in creating

electronic infrastructure projects. To be eligible for

Connect Ontario and GeoSmart funding, a regional

community must have broad representation from local

and regional governments and community partners.

The lead partner in a Connect Ontario submission

must be a not-for-profit, incorporated entity such as 

a municipality or economic development agency.

Applicants are also encouraged to include partners

such as other levels of government, utilities, informa-

tion technology companies, educational and training

institutions, health organizations, public libraries and

community groups.

Connect Ontario has discouraged some municipal-

ities from making individual submissions and has

encouraged them to join forces with neighbouring

municipalities and other partners. Kennedy told

Municipal Interface that the province believes that, if

Ontario municipalities are to achieve cost-effective

access to broadband services and other information

technologies, they must plan and act collectively.

Connect Ontario community co-coordinator Debbie

M i l l a r, who organized the forum through Regional

Networks of Ontario, said Connect Ontario applicants

are being urged to collaborate in their submissions

and to share information, best practices, development

costs and even application solutions.
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Don’t make them wait in line...

...go on-line

Lining up to pay a parking ticket can be frustrating. Now you can offer your 

residents a more convenient option. paytickets.ca lets them pay their tickets 

on-line, from the comfort of their home or office, any time they want. It’s quick,

easy to use, completely secure, and it’s brought to you by RBC Royal Bank and

Teranet. paytickets.ca – Because they have better things to do than wait in line. 

Contact Mitchell Dick today at 416-974-6533 0r mitchell.dick@rbc.com or visit www. p a y t i c k e t s . c a
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W
ith the current downturn in the economy,

you will probably have noticed a different

approach from the private sector in satisfying

municipal technology needs. What’s important to rec-

ognize is that these changing times also bring new

opportunities for you as a municipal IT manager.

Vendors that were once staffed to the hilt to meet all

your needs (and then some!) have been trimmed back,

in some cases to the point where it just isn’t possible

to get the response times that you once did. Sales forc e s

that were regularly knocking at your door just a few

months ago are no longer there, making it difficult to

keep up to date with changes in the marketplace.

On the other hand, perhaps more so now than

ever, companies that may have been too busy to deal

with the municipal government sector now have the

time to build a new customer base and are eager to

pursue new alliances with municipalities. They may

also have highly skilled resources available to help

with short-term staffing.

In times like these, it is important for municipal IT

managers to recognize the (often) precarious position

of our private-sector counterparts when it comes to the

vacillations of the marketplace in an increasingly global

economy – and react with a healthy combination of

understanding and opportunism.

First of all, honour the current status of your vendor-

of-record agreements. Now is not the time to abandon

stable relationships in the interest of short-term gains. 

When such agreements are up for expiry, you owe

it to your organization and to the vendor community

to make your procurement processes as transparent as

possible. Local preference policies will not likely with-

stand the test of fairness. 

Take into account the necessary commitment of

time and resources that it takes from both parties and

build it into the process. Perhaps a two- or three-step

process involving a request for information or pre-

qualification might discount firms that would other-

(Continued on page 4)
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T
he first-ever report describing municipal progress

in implementing electronic government strategies

and technologies is to be published this spring

jointly by MISA and the Ontario government.

A Progress Report on e-Government In Ontario

M u n i c i p a l i t i e s will contain descriptions of e-government

goals and strategies, including many municipal examples.

The report, now in draft form, will be widely circu-

lated electronically and in print. It is being prepared

by Municipal Interface co-editors Lawrence Moule and

Jane Morgan under the direction of a steering committee

led by MISA Ontario President Jim de Hoop and David

K e n n e d y, director of the Information and Communications

Technologies Branch of the Ontario Ministry of Energy,

Science and Technology.

M I S A representatives on the steering committee,

besides De Hoop, include Kathryn Bulko of the City of

Toronto, Ruth Gastle of Microsoft Canada, Ted Greene

of the Region of York, Mark Lehmann of RAM Computer

Group and Lorne Seaton of the City of London.

Associate members of MISA have been invited to

be sponsors of the report. Sponsors to date include

CGI Group Inc., Direct IT Canada Inc., ESRI Canada

Limited, IBM Canada Ltd., Jackson Begg Limited, TELUS,

Teranet and WP Conversions Inc.

Members of the national Municipal CIO Council

have said that the report may provide a model for 

similar reports in other provinces.

E-GOVERNMENT REPORT TO BE PUBLISHED

NOW MAY BE THE TIME FOR NEW PA R T N E R S H I P S
(Continued from page 2)

wise be wasting their time in an all-out proposal call.

Make your evaluation criteria clear and known up

front as part of the RFP.

Next, beyond the basic product or service RFP, a

public-private partnership may be a possible scenario.

Partnerships benefit from the expertise and innovative

ideas that the private sector can bring to an IT or business

problem. In a traditional tendering process, innovation

can be discouraged. Building in criteria for partnering

– such as shared risk, measures of service quality,

public acceptance and other measurable results –

helps vendors better understand what is being sought. 

I t ’s also a good idea to involve the affected business

managers and other internal departments (such as

legal, finance and HR) at the earliest possible stage,

just as we want these same managers to consult with

us on technology projects as early as possible. 

Acting on a shared-risk basis with as many other

players as soon as possible may permit negotiations

to occur from a position of strength. Org a n i z a t i o n s

like MISA or other government bodies may often be

the appropriate forum to discuss wider partnership

possibilities in this regard.

Does your organization have a policy for dealing

with unsolicited proposals for partnerships? It could

prove helpful to develop policies around these issues,

along with the routine inquiries that you get every

day asking about your procurement methods. Useful

examples can often be found at other municipal, federal

or provincial government Web sites. I found a good

sample of these at the Province of Nova Scotia We b

site (www.gov.ns.ca/finance/tour/policy.asp).

For our associate members, tough economic times

make it difficult to stay involved with as many client

interests as they once did. It helps if they can know

the rules of the game up front.

jdehoop@city.kingston.on.ca. n

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS’ EVENT
SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 2 2

The annual Associate Members Luncheon, an

important networking event for both municipal and

associate members of MISA Ontario, will be held

February 22 from noon to 3:00 p.m. at the North Yo r k

Memorial Community Hall, 5100 Yonge Street in

Toronto, in the Gold Room on the main floor.

This free event is dedicated to improving services

for our associate (vendor) membership. IT directors

from the GTA will be in attendance, as well as org a-

nizers of the 2002 MISA Ontario Annual Conference.

Each associate member organization is invited to

send up to two representatives to the luncheon.

To confirm attendance, please contact: Ta w n y a

B a r l o w, RAM Computer Group, 905- 760-3105 or

t a w n y a . b a r l o w @ r a m c o m p u t e rgroup.com. ■
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By Cherie Ferrari

CDI Corporate Education Services

A
ll enterprises, including municipalities, operate

by communicating information and sharing

knowledge on such issues as business strategy,

policies and process, project plans and so on. A c r i t i c a l

by-product of communication is learning. In the course

of developing strategies and plans, teams of people

must share information and knowledge. That is a form

of learning.

The cornerstone of any successful enterprise is the

effective communication, dissemination and retention

of information. A well-defined internal communication

strategy ensures smooth operations and access to infor-

mation and knowledge. In other words, it enhances

the ability to learn. 

The technology infrastructure for communication is

a significant capital expense – an expense that can be

defrayed by using technology for learning as well as

communication. This improves the return on investment.

N o w, the knowledge of an enterprise is its “intellectual

capital.” A good communication strategy increases this

capital by building skills and expertise and improving

employee retention – providing a return on intelligence.

How do people learn in the workplace?

Tr a d i t i o n a l l y, people learn by attending classroom

courses at institutions of learning. Another traditional

method is apprenticeship or co-op placements, which

combine classroom with practical experience coached

by experts. Some people are self-taught or follow 

programs of self-study.

Rapid change and advancement in today's techno-

logically driven municipal enterprise necessitates

keeping skills current. This means workers must learn

continuously, often upgrading and even re-certifying.  

Budgetary restraints, however, often force munici-

palities to reduce the time employees spend on learning.

As a result, municipalities are looking for ways to provide

performance-based learning that is available just in

time, when an employee needs to know.

What is e-learning?

E-learning is developing learning programs that integrate

the use of technology and traditional training and

skills-development methodologies. There are three

basic of forms of e-learning that can be combined in

blended e-learning programs:

• Asynchronous

• Synchronous, and

• Collaboration and communication tools.

Asynchronous learning is training that is self-directed

and permits participants to learn at their own pace and

convenience, any time, anywhere and from any com-

puter. Examples of asynchronous learning are:

• Documents and Web pages

• Wed-based training (WBT), computer-based training

(CBT), CD-ROM

• Assessments, tests, surveys

• Simulations and labs

• Job aids and electronic performance support systems

(EPSS), and

• Recorded live events.

Synchronous learning is training via the Internet to

permit an instructor and learners to participate in real

time. Samples of synchronous learning include:

• Virtual classrooms and breakout rooms

• Instructor led classrooms and lectures

• Hands-on labs and workshops

• Field trips

• E-meetings, and

• Web seminars and broadcasts.

Collaboration and communication support tools are

the “glue” that permit employees to share information

and to transfer and communicate knowledge.

Collaborative and communication tools include:

• E-mail

• Listservs and distribution lists

• Coaching and mentoring

• Instant messaging

• Online communities, and

• Discussion forums.

All these forms of e-learning – asynchronous, syn-

chronous and collaborative – can be blended into a
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learning program that meets the time and access needs

of the learners. E-learning programs can be delivered

via existing technology, saving travel time and expense.

The use of collaborative and communication tools is

extended after learning.

E-learning promotes and provides a vehicle to inte-
grate communication and learning. For example, a

search of the Internet or an online repository of books

can be a source for troubleshooting a problem and

then sharing the solution with a group of colleagues.
E-learning promotes the “process” versus the “event”

of learning. Information available on the Internet can

be read before coming to a class. Group work and

workshops can be conducted online in virtual rooms,
eliminating the time needed in a classroom. In this

way, learning is extended outside and beyond the tra-

ditional classroom, with opportunities for collaboration

and communication. 

How to set a communication and learning strategy

Developing a communication and learning strategy

should be regarded as a journey rather than a destination.

The first steps in the journey are to audit and experiment
with e-learning programs, then establish an informal

method of communication and feedback. Based on

this, you will be able to understand the strengths and

weaknesses of each venue.
When you identify your first major learning and

communication initiative, you must approach it as you

would any significant organizational change, by ensuring

the following project criteria can be met:
• Clear, high-value business case to achieve execu-

tive sponsorship;

• Executive sponsorship to provide the resources 

and management support required;
• Committed project team to implement the e-learning

and communication initiative and provide technical

and operational support;

• Change-management strategy to provide resources
and expertise;

• Responsive vendors and supplies of content,

courseware creation, online learning software,

implementation and training expertise;

• A deadline and measurable objectives to maintain
focus and commitment; and

• A communications and implementation plan to

ensure that all stakeholders are informed of the 

status and progress.
For a case study of a successful large-scale imple-

mentation of continuous e-learning, you can look at

Microsoft Canada.

Microsoft contacted CDI to design a training program

for IT professionals across Canada on Microsoft’s

Windows 2000 server operating system. The challenge
was to design a comprehensive training solution to

upgrade the skills of IT professionals with various tech-

nical backgrounds, with a densely packed topic agenda,

and within a two-day course.

It was determined that the best method to deliver the

material would be in a blended format using classroom

instruction (a two-day “camp” course) followed by a

two-hour synchronous online session. 

Both the students and Microsoft were pleased with

the results. CDI received an Award of Excellence from

the Canadian Information Productivity Awards for this

initiative. Implementation details can be found at

www.cipa.com.

Benefits and advantages

In summary, what are the benefits and advantages of

integrated e-learning?

Integrated e-learning solutions blend classroom,

synchronous and asynchronous formats, and promote

collaboration and communication. This enhances skills

development on the job and promotes a culture of

continuous learning. 

The benefits of implementing a blended e-learning

and communication strategy are:

• Providing a driver to enable continuous learning
solutions;

• Moving from point solutions to integrated skills-

management solutions;

• Maximizing infrastructure investments by using

technology to deliver and manage learning;

• Quantifying the value of knowledge capital and

measuring the return on intelligence;

• Promoting operational and workplace effectiveness

by providing collaborative and communications

systems for access and dissemination of information;

• Reducing training costs, specifically in travel and

time away; and

• Improving employee retention by providing a cre-

ative, open environment and a learning culture.

By strategically implementing a communication and

learning solution in the workplace, organizations can

maximize not only their return on investment, but also

their return on intelligence.

Cherie Ferrari is director of e-Learning with CDI

Corporate Education Services, an associate member 

of MISA Ontario. She can be reached at 

cherie.ferrari@cdilearn.com. ■
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By David Almond
Clearway Training
and Frank Mayhood

City of Kamloops
President, MISA BC

T
he plain fact is, technology is our business. Our
training and inclination propels us to seek high-

tech solutions to problems that confront us – even
though in some instances the problem may not be a
technological issue, but a human one.

A good case in point involves the City of Kamloops
and its recent experience with offering a training 

program in Microsoft Office. 
In recent years, the IT industry has gravitated toward

interactive video, computer-based training (CBT) or
online learning, and away from the long-traditional
methods such as classroom training with a real live

instructor. Nevertheless, the other part of the equation
is that it’s real people who are being trained. Regardless
of how you set up the technology, if the real people
don’t cope well with it, it’s all for naught. 

So when the City of Kamloops, located in south-
central British Columbia, recently migrated from the
WordPerfect Suite to Microsoft Office, a traditional
classroom solution was only one of the options that
was put on the table for discussion. 

In considering the issue of training, it is particularly
easy to overlook the human factors in favour of the
technological aspects. For example, the rate at which
different people can absorb the course material is often
neglected. CBT or video training is actually very slow

because people have to go through the material step by
step. It’s also invariably very low-level material, with
the result that key users rapidly get bored. 

While some people can learn this way, most respond
much better to a skilled instructor who knows the job

and the software being taught. Finally, the users are
supposed to fit it in whenever they have time – which
means never.

Though commonplace to us techies, modern desktop
software is actually very sophisticated. Just knowing
enough of the basics to get by won’t do. The key users,

such as experienced administrative assistants or engi-
neers, really need to get a good feel for the new stuff,
and do it fast. 

These days, the traditional classroom training industry
seems to have polarized between a handful of national

firms and the local community colleges. Privately run
training enterprises are becoming rare. The City of
Kamloops, however, had previously worked with just
such a local, privately run company and had been
encouraged by the results. 

Kamloops had about 300 computer users to train,
with skill sets and very diverse needs: from solid waste
sub-foremen through document services operators to
senior accountants. Each had their own needs for 
certain features and individual abilities to absorb 

the information. 
The first step was to measure the need. A survey

was conducted to gather information on the present
skill level and the new level(s) needed for proficiency

with Office tools. The decision to

provide a classroom experience 
came from the City’s recognition of
the difficulty of achieving adequate
productivity levels with the new
Office toolset with such a diverse 

set of students.

In addition to training, Kamloops was also seeking

general assistance with matters such as planning the

project, assistance in the conversion of existing docu-

ments, and organizing the training process. In other

words, experience. The City needed an experienced

partner to guide it through the transition.

C l e a r w a y, a privately run training firm based in

Victoria with a local Kamloops presence, seemed best

able to provide that experience. Clearway’s proposal

pointed out that, while a client such as the City of

Kamloops might go through a comprehensive software

migration program once or twice in a decade, a good

consulting firm was taking clients through the process

several times a year.

Clearway’s training philosophy insists on small class

sizes and intensive courses. With only six to a class,

January 2002
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TRAINING FOR SUCCESS:
THE CASE FOR THE CLASSROOM

Kamloops found classroom training
deals best with human issues 
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instructors can keep an eye on how the students are

progressing and can tailor the speed or content to

suit. And since most courses are two days in length,

there is time to cover features in depth, ensuring that

the students grasp the content in its entirety.

In addition, because Clearway instructors are gen-

erally older and more experienced, they do not have

to work page by page from a course manual and can

provide a more satisfying learning experience.

In setting up the company, Clearway’s intent 

was to operate from the perspective of the client, 

and particularly its line managers. It aims to avoid 

situations that impede skills transfer: a 20-something

instructor teaching senior secretaries or managers

twice his age, or a personable young woman strug-

gling to relate to engineers or production workers

who need help with lookup tables or what-if calcula-

tions in a spreadsheet.

Clearway writes all its course material in-house.

Instructors are capable of digressing from course

material to expand on a point of interest to the class.

Getting people to turn up for courses can be a

nightmare for some busy organizations. Clearway

explained that, in fact, the same issues crop up 

time and again. People are too busy, don’t value 

the time spent, forget, or just can’t fit in to any of 

the dates. 

Kamloops decided which courses each employee

would have, and Clearway drafted a course schedule

in conjunction with the IT staff to cover the requisite

numbers. Most people ended up getting the courses

they required, while overbooking and under booking

were kept within bounds. Perhaps most importantly,

City IT or HR staff were spared some of the flak by

being able to refer to an outside organization with no

involvement in internal politics. 

Kamloops is convinced that instructor-led courses

did help staff by putting most users through an effective

learning experience in a timely manner. Classroom

instruction provided the flexibility that made the training

effective, and the MS Office rollout a success.

Frank Mayhood is information technology manager

with the City of Kamloops. He can be reached at

fmayhood@city.kamloops.bc.ca. David Almond is a

principal with Clearway Training in Victoria. He can

be reached at cwaymob@attglobal.net ■
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By Michelle Carty

triOS Training Centres

L
earning strategies vary from one organization to

a n o t h e r. We are presented with numerous options

to determine what medium of learning suits our

o rganizational needs. Learning today comes in all

modes – e-learning, self-paced, self-directed, instruc-

tor-led, just-in-time, mentoring, topic-specific, seminar,

executive and many others. 

We are continually challenged by the question,

“What is the best fit for my organization?”.

Many of us are faced with the task of building the

training program from its inception, and we cannot

always assume that one style of learning will fit all 

personalities and learning styles, resulting in effective

knowledge transfer.

Once an organization is charged with planning,

building, delivering and supporting an internal training

program, there are key steps that you must consider:

• Understand who the audience is and who the

learner is: IT staff, administrative staff, power users,

novice users;

• Understand what the audience is expected to

know; and

• Ensure the training will be relevant to the learning

style of your audience.

You must also consider whether the training is geared

toward increasing job relevance, enhancing the job, or

learning new skills.

There are six critical steps to success.

1 . Gather relevant information from key managers

on issues such as staff job roles and their expected

knowledge for the applications used.

2. Evaluate the execution of an assessment in these

applications; this generally provides a good mea-

surement of the staff ’s product knowledge.

3. Upon completion of this assessment, analyze the

data and group the staff according to the results of

the assessment.

4. Issue a training-plan questionnaire to all staff. This

provides an overview of what type of training may be

applicable (for example, instructor-led or e-learning).

5 . Begin building a marketing plan. It is critical to

market all training initiatives and officially launch

the program. It helps to create the awareness and

interest, escalate the excitement, and ensure the

success of the program.

6. Identify a small group to pilot the training (for

example, to provide an audit of the trainer or 

test a potential e-learning product).

Once all the data is collected, the marketing plan 

is built, the budget is approved, and the training pro-

gram is ready for launch, you need to get feedback

from your staff. A training program continually evolves 

to gain perfection, and this feedback will help you 

stay on the right  path. After all, the ultimate goal is 

to ensure there is effective knowledge transfer!

Successful training can reduce the calls to the help

desk, decrease stress in the workplace, and increase

work productivity.

Remember – you cannot successfully launch a

training program alone!

Working with a training organization to help you

build your training program is an excellent place 

to start. Speak to other related organizations that 

have implemented similar training programs and

have been successful. Take all the best practices,

adopt what relates to your environment, and begin 

your planning.

Many organizations are continually faced with the

challenge of filtering application questions at the help-

desk level. Training centres may provide additional

services to support applications. These include offering

application support contracts or supplying limited sup-

port during a major rollout, to cover regular employees

who are being trained.

To be successful, training will always need attention

and will always require continual management to

ensure its success.

Michelle Carty is the government corporate account

manager at triOS Training Centres, an associate mem -

ber of MISA Ontario and recognized as the “Microsoft

Certified Technical Education Centre of the Year 2001.”

She can be reached at michelleca@trios.com. ■
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